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#ADVANCINGETHNICSTUDIES
#OURFUTUREMATTERS
#STOPTHEASSAULTS
50 YEARS AGO, STUDENTS FOUGHT
FOR ETHNIC STUDIES. NOW WE 
HAVE TO FIGHT AGAIN. WE STAND
WITH SFSU COLLEGE OF ETHNIC
STUDIES.

TRENDING NOW:

ICYMI: PINAYISM WORKSHOP
AND WHY WE GIVE A THUMBS UP TO ITS DISCUSSION.

Pinayism. It’s name is 
reminiscient of the word 
feminism. Sound familiar?
Pinayism puts forth the
discussion of the Pilipina.
But why is that? Why do 

we even need to discuss the Pilipina? Try 
looking up “Pinoy.” Now google image it. What 
do you see? Pictures of the Pilipino flag and
“Pinoy Pride” signs. Now try google imaging
“Pinay.” What do you see? Literally thousands
of pictures of half-naked Pilipinas(however, 
not all of them are provocative). They seem to key in on one thing: vanity. 
Most of these pictures are selfies and portraits. Not once did I come 
across a “Pinoy Pride” or Pilipino flag as I scrolled down the page. During the 
Pinayism Workshop (held on Thursday 2/18), we discussed how Pilipinas are 
generally thought of in Western culture, how we felt about it, and ways that we
can use Pinayism in our daily life. This included using gender fluid pro-
nouns and realizing that Pilipinas are more than nurses and homemakers. In fact, 
Pinays don’t have to be either of those things. We can be anything that we 
aspire to be. UPCOMING GEN WORKSHOPS: Evolution of the Pilipino Flag (3/3)

        Tourism Workshop (3/10)
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FORGET ME NOTS:
>STUDENT ID (TO GET INTO YOUR
 CULTURAL PRACTICES!
>PAY FOR YOU PCN FEE ASAP
 ($65 CASH/CHECK BEFORE 3/10)
>PAY YOUR GEN MEMBERSHIP FEE
 ($20 IF NEW MEMBER)
>STALK YOUR KUYATE/ADING!!
 (IT’S KAAMP REVEALING MONTH,
  FOLKS!)
>HYDROFLASK (STAY HYDRATED &
 ON TREND)*NOT SPONSORED BY HYDROFLASK USA

>SUPER DOMINGOS START 3/13
 (THEY ARE MANDATORY)
>STUDY HARD! & GOOD LUCK ON
 MIDTERMS. WE BELIEVE IN YOU.

KAAMP 
REVEALING IS
MARCH 17TH!
WHO WILL BE YOUR KUYATE? YOUR 
KAAMP FAM AWAITS<3

SURVEY SAYS,
EVERY YEAR, HUNDREDS OF POTENTIAL KUYATES AND ADINGS FILL OUT THEIR
KAAMP SURVEYS. Honestly, it’s a simple yet thrilling thing to talk about one-
self on a sheet of paper. It’s also a great way to get to know you before you 
get paired. But what about the fams? They are just as important as your new men-
tor. Below are a few details about a few fams to keep in mind as you start 
getting clues during revealing week. *NOTE: Not all fam members pictured.

       Also, each fam member is special. Below is just a generalization  

LOL FAM (LOTS OF LOVE)
Founded in 2007.
Size: Large fam. But many of their members have graduated 
  already.. so it could be considered small(but cute).
The boy to girl ratio is astounding. Something along the
lines of 28 girls and 10 boys (only counting active fam).
Many interested in a caring career! (CHAD & Nursing hehe)

FANCY FAM
Fancy fam is... fancy. At KAAMP Thanksgiving they

brought their own bottles of apple cider. They also
have super nice matching blue jackets. Fancy fam

members are often kind and outgoing.

LUZONIA
Size: Small to medium. But gradually, new adings are 
joining the flock! I mean fam. Luzonia is known for 
having many kawaii and artisitically-talented people. In 
fact, the last three gen member t-shirts were designed 
by Luzonians. 



MEET TYDE 39:
PROGRAMS
GET WITH IT! HEHE (I MEAN THAT
IN THE NICEST WAY POSSIBLE)

INTERNSHIP COORDINATOR:
KRISTINE FERNANDEZ

Greetings folks,
My name is Kristine Fernandez :)
I’m from Fairfield, CA and I’m a 3rd year Health 
Science Major with a concentration in Health 
Service Administration here at SJSU. I’m also this
year’s current Supreme Internship Coordinator! (If
you’re an intern and reading this, you’re 
awesome!!!!) hehe kidding all of you are ;)
A few fun facts about myself:
-I’m a huge foodie and always have sweet tooth cravings
-My favorite colors are all sorts of green (lime,
 emerald, olive, hunter, chartreuse, YOU NAME IT)
-I love ballet and contemporary dance
-I am currently watching Grey’s Anatomy and Love on 
 Netflix

#LETKRISTINESPEAK: “Remember to treat yourself, especially afer a long day or 
week at school. Create small goals to accomplish each day and reward yourself in
the end :) TREAT YO SELF”

PCN COORDINATOR:
EDGAR JOSEPH DOMINGO

Year: 4
Major: Sociology

Edgar is an SF Native and has eight years
of acting experience. He got his first tattoo

(his initials in Baybayin) when he was
seventeen years old. He has a habit of saying

“heh” but that’s okay because that’s what
makes Edgar, Edgar.

#LETEDGARSPEAK: “Try to be the coolest you that
you can be because the coolest you can only be

you, and you are you. So yeah, be you. Heh”

CONTINUED >>



KAAMP COORDINATOR:
NECOLE CAYANAN

Year: ???
Major: Business (Concentration in Marketing)
Fam: EPIC
Necole’s favorite Disney Movie is 101 Dalmations
(animation). Brown belt in Shotokan Karate, black
belt in Aux Cord, black belt in KAAMP Pairing. 
Currently addicted to cooking bean sprouts with 
sesame oil and believes that Kanye West will be 
President of the United States in 2020. Winking at
people, mens streetwear, and songs that perfectly
set the mood are some of her favorite things.
#LETNECOLESPEAK: “I am living proof of what doesn’t
kill you makes you stronger. Keep fighting for
your dreams, you’re “supposed to fly and take 
control because you’re the pilot, find your wings”
(T. Creator 2015). Take naps, eat well, drink 
water, and live a little. Also! Vera Wang didn’t
start designing wedding dresses until she was 40.
-ugottymecuz.

UPCOMING EVENTS:
MARCH

GENERAL WORKSHOPS^

03/13: SUPER DOMINGOS
    START
03/14-03/17: KAAMP
   REVEALING WEEK
03/17: KAAMP REVEALING
    DAY

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
VISIT AKBAYANSJSU.ORG
& COME SEE US AT THE
AKBAYAN TABLE (MONDAY-
THURSDAY, 11-4PM, 7TH 
STREET PLAZA
+Follow us @akbayansjsu: 

snap: akbayaniscool


